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Autani Debuts Ground-Breaking Fixture Conversion Kit at Lightfair 2017 

Columbia, MD – Autani, LLC, a proven leader in building controls and IoT, will debut their e>kit fixture 

conversion kit at Lightfair International 2017, world's largest annual architectural and commercial 

lighting trade show and conference. Autani's e>kit converts existing prismatic fluorescent fixtures to LED 

fixtures with a simple one-piece kit. Flexible sizing adjustment allows e>kit to fit virtually any fixture. 

Designed to replace the existing fluorescent lighting source, Autani's conversion kit provides optimal LED 

lighting for virtually any space and creates a smaller energy footprint. 

 “Autani's e>kit provides a fast, safe and cost effective way to convert traditional lighting to LED 

lighting,” said Jim Seabury, CEO of Autani’s parent company Enterprise Solutions.  “We're excited to 

debut such an innovative solution at Lightfair 2017.” 

About Autani, LLC 

Autani, LLC (www.autani.com) is a Building Automation Provider with a proven track record of reducing 

energy consumption.  At the core of our product offering is EnergyCenter, a building management platform 

that connects Lighting, Metering, HVAC, Refrigeration and Sensors to control, monitor and verify energy 

consumption through a single, powerful system with either wireless or wired connectivity.  Autani’s building 

IoT platform, Enterprise, complements EnergyCenter to provide data warehousing and visualization 

capabilities for connected sensors and control points.  For existing and new properties of nearly any size, 

Autani's easy-to-understand energy dashboard and EnergyCenter software validate how much, where and 

when energy is being saved at all times.  A pioneer in the Internet of Things movement, Autani has been 

developing and delivering IoT solutions since 2007.  Autani was founded in 2006 and is based in Columbia, 

MD.  All of Autani’s energy management solutions are designed and manufactured in the USA. 
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